
Recreating an historic motor car 

Before Christmas we caught up with James Andrews, the enthusiast who is building an historic car inspired 

by vehicles designed by the Squire Car Manufacturing Company of the 1930s. James discovered a drawing 

from 1953 which may have links with the car designer who designed an armoured car used by Winston 

Churchill and King George VI in World War II. 

Adrian Squire, founder of the Squire Car Manufacturing Company, created seven superb and very 

expensive sports cars by 1937 when his company went into liquidation. A fellow car enthusiast, Val Zethrin, 

bought the last car and all the parts and spares when Squire gave up the company. Zethrin and Squire had 

probably met at the Brooklands Racetrack when Squire was running his first sports car in a race. Evidently 

some of these spares ended up with Zethrin's godfather A G Andrews, a fellow enthusiast. James Andrews, 

the grandson of A G Andrews, inherited a number of boxes of Zethrin’s car components and is now 

continuing the quest to create an historic car inspired by Zethrin and Squire. 

 

A G Andrews, James Andrews' grandfather (and godfather of Val Zethrin) with his family in his 1908 Belsize. 

James has been referring to a drawing from 1953 which showed the basic intent of the designer ‘BGB’: 



 

The inscription on this sketch owned by James Andrews is BGB '53. 

It is possible that the artist whose initials appear on the sheet of paper was Benjamin George Bowden, the 

highly-regarded automotive and cycle designer. He designed an armoured car used by Winston Churchill and 

King George VI in World War II and also designed the Healey Elliott, which in 1947 was the first British car to 

break the 100mph barrier. He became a member of the Society of Industrial Artists and in the 1950s moved 

to the States, where he died in 1998 at the age of 91. Note that this car design has a very low windscreen and 

no doors – the driver and passenger will jump into and out of the vehicle. 

To aid the construction of the bodywork of the vehicle, James Andrews mocked up a scale model from the 

original drawing. At this stage he had intended to ‘do the math’ himself, by drawing lines across the model 

and using squared paper to scale it up to the real size. However, he soon realised that there must be a 

more up-to-date method for scaling up the model car.  

Inspired to use modern technology to help him recreate the historic car, he found Physical Digital’s website 

and at the first phone call he found engineers who understood his needs and could offer exactly what he 

needed. The GOM ATOSIII non-contact 3D scanner used by Physical Digital offers a fast, accurate and cost-

effective way to collect the physical data of the model’s measurements. What would have been a laborious 

mathematical exercise has now been achieved in a fraction of the time. 



 

Rendered image of scan data from the Zethrin model 

We will update the project after our next visit to James Andrews and his historic car in the making. 

For expert help and advice on how Physical Digital can transform your engineering project, contact 01483 

750200 or email info@physicaldigital.com. 
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